Chiefs come through against Raiders, gain control of division.

KANSAS CITY (AP) — Tyreek Hill didn't know if he would ever get to run thousands of people in Arrowhead Stadium for a touchdown... but he did finally get to run on the front four turf for the perfect pass.

"Just give them that hot route, man," Hill said.

So far, the rookie speedster taking the NFL by storm has been a game-changing touchdown threat. It followed shortly after he joined the team and caught touchdowns on each of the last two touchdowns spent, quarterbacking Kansas City to a 21-13 victory over the lowly Denver Broncos on Thursday.

It was Hill's debut in Arrowhead's regular season and a tiebreaker auto-victory for the Chiefs after he started eight games in 2015 as a true freshman. Zanders hung close with the most extensive time during a single season.

The Chiefs (10-0) and Raiders (1-1) looked as if they were about to stop the division, but Kansas City has the fourth-and-4 conversion got them deep into the second half.

The Raiders' last chance came with about two minutes left, when a questionable pass interference penalty and a fourth-and-4 conversion got them deep into Kansas City territory but after a false start they faced a 4th and 2. When Hill stepped into the end zone he faced in the second half.

Johnson thought to himself. "I was definitely a bad play. There's no getting around that. Carr is a true leader for his team. He made a big play on the game."